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The rapid expansion of the textile industry in Tunisia has resulted in ever-
increasing discharges of wastewater, making it necessary to set up treatment
systems allowing i) its discharge into the environment or ii) to recycle the water in
the textile plant. In this study, several unitary operations were tested in order to
improve the treated water quality. Thus, the following unit operations were
applied: adsorption using Natural Clay (NC) and Powdered Activated Carbon
(PAC), ultrafiltration (UF) and nanofiltration (NF) individually or in synergy: UF,
nanofiltration, PAC-UF, NC-UF, UF-NF et Adsorption-UF/NF. The experiments
were carried out on real textile effluent containing Indigo blue dye. A threshold
concentration was observed above which performance no longer increases. NF
alone showed better reduction of COD (67%), color (78%), and turbidity (98%)
than UF alone (26%, 48%, 95%, respectively). The coupling UF–NF showed a clear
improvement in water quality in terms of color (99%) and COD (98%) with an
improvement in the NF flux from 67.81 L/h.m2 to 90.62 L/h.m2. No fouling was
observed for NF while it is significant during UF. The used of adsorption as
pretreatment to filtration leads to an enhancement of the treatment
performances with a removal of 99.9%, 99.5% and 79.5% respectively for
turbidity, color and COD for NC-UF and a removal of 100%, 99.4% and 79.6%
respectively for turbidity, color and COD for PAC-UF. Moreover, the addition of
adsorbent controls the fouling and a constant and high flux is quickly attained and
remains stable over time. The use of natural clay as adsorbent represents an
economically profitable solution since it can be obtained locally and the clay used
can be reused in the ceramic industry as an additive for road surfacing without the
need for regeneration.
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1 Introduction

The greatest threat to the environment and ecosystems is water
pollution. Whether accidental or deliberate, this pollution is the
result of organic andmineral pollutants from agricultural, urban and
industrial sources. The textile industry, in particular, is a major
source of pollutant-laden liquid effluents, due to the large volume of
water dyeing and substances used in printing, dyeing and finishing
operations. Among the industrial sectors, the textile industry which
usually uses dyes and a variety of chemical additives (Bedin et al.,
2018; Panão et al., 2019). As a result, it is expected that more than
300,000 tons per year will be discharged from the textile industry,
excluding other sectors (Kadhom et al., 2020). Textile wastewater is
often rich in color and also of extreme pH with various types of
chemicals (persistence and toxic). Due to this reason, many
countries have now introduced more stringent discharge
standards for textile wastewater.

During the past two decades, different treatment technologies
have been studied to evaluate the sustainable treatment of textile
wastewater. The selection of a suitable type of technology depends
on the production process and chemical usage of the textile mill,
constituents of effluent, discharge standards and location, capital
and operating costs, availability of land area, options of reusing/
recycling the treated wastewater and skills and expertise available.

Nowadays, several treatment methods are available for
degradation and removal of dyes from wastewater. A few of these
methods include, chemical oxidation (Ertugay and Acer, 2017),
filtration (Karisma D et al., 2017), biological treatment (Gezer,
2018), biochemical degradations (Hassaan et al., 2017), ion-
exchange removal (Ebrahiem et al., 2017), adsorption (EL
Alouani et al., 2018), photocatalysis (Pathania et al., 2016). In
comparison with chemical and biological methods, membrane
based method such as nanofiltration (NF) and ultrafiltration
(UF), have emerged a promising physical treatment method.
Advantages of membrane based method, in comparison with
other methods, include easiness and green operation, high
efficiency and low cost treatment (Yanan et al., 2011).

A number of studies exist on the use of hybrid membrane
processes for the treatment of wastewater and textile effluents to
remove dye content (Sarkar et al., 2014; Nouri Alavijeh et al., 2017;
Mzahma et al., 2023 evaluates the quality of waters treated by
membrane processes and puts forward a scenario for optimizing
the recycling practices of treated textile effluents in agriculture. The
results indicate that the NF and RO membranes have a high affinity
to remove monovalent and multivalent ions. Indeed, the removal of
SO4

2−, Na+, and Cl− by NF was 83%, 61%, and 55%, respectively.
Thus, the RO reduces approximately 96% of these elements; Bousbih
et al. (2020) fabricated a ceramic membrane developed from natural
Tunisian kaolin clay to evaluate the treatment of textile wastewater.
They noted that MF membranes are capable of removing oil from
wastewater with a retention rate of 95.3%. They noted the
performance of the membrane during the treatment of raw
effluents is promising in terms of discoloration (99%), chemical
oxygen demand (COD) (80%) and turbidity (98%). Sarioglu Cebeci
and Torun (2017) used an NF membrane with a cutoff threshold of
150–300 Da. Experimental data show that the efficiency of this
membrane in terms of turbidity, conductivity, COD and color
(methylene blue) are 100%, 95%, 98% and 98% respectively.

However, membrane processes are generally limited by the
phenomenon of clogging, which leads to a reduction in filtration
flux over time. Treatment can follow two approaches in which
pretreatment is required; the combination of membrane processes
or hybrid treatment. Pre-treatment reduces the clogging effect and
improves the performance of the main treatment. Different
methods of pre-treatment before membrane filtration have been
explored for many years, such as adsorption, coagulation,
biological treatment processes and oxidation (Kim et al., 2012;
Yu et al., 2017; Tian et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2018). Masmoudi et al.
(2015) studied the combination of coagulation-flocculation-
nanofiltration and found that this process exhibited a good
ability to remove organic pollutants, total discoloration of
textile effluents was observed with rejection of 98% of soluble
organic matter and 99% of salts. Photocatalysis was applied by
Gebrati et al. (2010), their results showed a removal rate of 53.82%
for chemical oxygen demand (COD) and 89% for discoloration of
effluents. Özgün et al., 2022 presents a comparative study of
microfiltration (MF) (0.2 µm and 0.05 µm), ultrafiltration (UF),
ozonation (0.1, 0.2 g/L ozone), ultraviolet (UV) irradiation and
titanium dioxide (TiO2) (0.05, 0.15, 0.3, 0.5 g/L TiO2) and zeolite
adsorption (125, 250, 500 mL/min flow rates) as pre-treatment
prior to nanofiltration (NF) and reverse osmosis (RO) for the
treatment of real textile washing wastewater. Experiments
demonstrated that the applied pre-treatment methods enhanced
the flux performance of NF270 and RO membranes except zeolite
adsorption. The principal purpose of these alternative by using
adsorption is to remove the problematic of contaminants before
they reach the membrane surface causing significant
fouling effects.

The hybrid adsorption-membrane filtration process can
constitute an effective solution providing totally discolored
water (Al-Bastaki and Banat, 2004; Zheng et al., 2009). The
color removal efficiency can be controlled by varying adsorbent
dosage, the type of the adsorbent and the addition of the
membrane separation process (Guo et al., 2005; Kim et al.,
2008). Many adsorbent materials are available for color removal
from dyeing waste water treatment. Activated carbon (Mourid
et al., 2017), waste wood (Tripti and Dilip, 2018, coconut husks
(Aljeboree et al. (2017), orange peel (Ahmed et al., 2020),
agricultural waste such as Terminalia arjuna sawdust (Shakoor
et al., 2018), sawdust (Mashkoor and Nasar, 2018), citrus limetta
peel (Shakoor and Nasar, 2016), eggshell (de Oliveira Zonato et al.,
2022), cucumis sativus peel (Shakoor and Nasar, 2017), corncob
(Song et al., 2019), Punica granatum peel (Shakoor and Nasar,
2018), Artocarpus camansi peel (Chieng et al., 2017) etc. Monnot
et al. (2016), studied the adsorption of indigo dye using TiO2

modified clay and zeolite ultrafiltration membrane hybrid system
and they find that the presence of Sm-TiO2 NCs reduced UF
membrane fouling (Permeate flow increased from 71 L/h.m2 (UF
only) to 182 L/h.m2 (Sm-TiO2/UF)). Same performances were
observed by Acero et al. (2012) who noted that the pre-
treatment of effluents with powdered activated carbon before
UF makes it possible to improve the filtration flow and reduce
the clogging phenomenon. In another side, Lakdioui and EL Harfi
(2015) studied the performance of a UF membrane (PSU/titanium
dioxide TiO2/DMF) and the adsorption of indigo bleu on
powdered activated carbon. They noticed that the retention of
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indigo by adsorption (80%) is slightly higher than that by UF
(76%). To study the behavior of an NF membrane with respect to
eliminating indigo dye.

This work focuses on the application of adsorption alone and
combined with the membrane process in a hybrid system
(Adsorption-Ultrafiltration in continuous mode) for the
treatment of colored effluents from the textile industry. In order
to highlight the interest of combining adsorption with membrane
separation in qualitative and quantitative terms. Activated carbon
(PAC) and natural clay (NC) are the adsorbents used. Ultrafiltration
(UF) and nanofiltration (NF) have also been used in different
configurations: alone and hybrids (adsorption (A)/UF, A/UF/NF
and UF/NF).

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Wastewater influent

The studied effluents were taken from the outlet of SITEX
wastewater treatment plant (Ksar Hellal, Tunisia) which
corresponds to an activated sludge treatment (Chamam et al.,
2007). These effluents are known to be highly colored confirming
the presence of dye mainly based on indigo bleu with a small amount
of reactive dyes Their discharge into the natural environment involves
the release of numerous surfactants, biocidal compounds, solid
suspensions, dispersing and wetting agents, dyes and trace metals,
which, of course are toxic to most living organisms (Table 1).
Moreover, the heterogeneity of their composition makes it difficult
or almost impossible to obtain pollution thresholds imposed by
environmental standards, after treatment by usual techniques.

2.2 Adsorbents

In this study, two types of adsorbents were studied in order to
highlight the influence of their properties on the adsorption
performance.

- Powdered activated carbon (PAC): This is the most popular
commercial adsorbent due to its wide adsorption capacity.
PAC is used as control/reference adsorbent.

- Natural clay (NC): is a clay collected from the region of Fouchana
(North–East, Tunisia). It comes from local clay sediments. This
clay is brown and have spots of iron oxide in places. This Natural
clay was selected for its physical properties (fine particles) and its
nearby availability, which is an economic advantage. Their
characteristics are listed in Table 2.

TABLE 1 Physic-chemical characteristics of raw effluent.

Parameters Values Limit value of rejection in ONAS plant

pH 9.3 6,5<pH < 8,5

Turbidity (NTU) 83.5 3

Conductivity (mS/cm) 8.04 -

Chlorides (mg/L) 1736 500

COD (mg/L) 2,850 <30

ABS (λmax = 600 nm) 1.28 -

Total hardness (méq/L) 20.2 60

Calcium (mg/L) 32 200

Magnesium (mg/L) 103 100

TABLE 2 Characteristics of adsorbent used.

Adsorbent Particle size (µm) Specific surface (m2/g) Porosity (%)

powdered activated carbon (PAC) 37 1,400 61

Natural Clay NC <100 80 8

FIGURE 1
Filtration unit (UF and NF).
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2.3 Membranes and filtration units

Multitubular ceramic ultrafiltration membrane (KERASEP)
based on titanium dioxide and alumina (TiO2- Al2O3) was used.

The membrane has a weight cut-off of 150 KDa and a total filtration
surface area of 0.155 m2. The feed unit is equipped with a feed tank
of 30 L, a flowmeter to determine the feed flow and two pressure
gauges placed upstream and downstream of the membrane whereas

TABLE 3 Membranes characteristics.

Parameters Area (m2) Cut-off (Da) Material Manufacturer Pure water permeability (L/
m2.h.bar)

NF 1.2 200 Polyamide Dow Filmtec, Santa Ana, CA, United States 7.6 ± 0.2

UF 0.155 150,000 ZrO2 Dow Filmtec, Santa Ana, CA, United States 220 ± 15

FIGURE 2
Water permeability of the UF (left) and NF (right) membrane.

FIGURE 3
Schematic diagram of the hybrid system combining the adsorption and membrane processes: Adsorption–Ultrafiltration.
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FIGURE 4
(A) Variation of permeate flux with time after direct UF (TMP = 3 bar et T = 25°C); (B) Evolution of the retention of turbidity, color and CODwith time
after direct UF textile effluent treatment (TMP = 3 bars).

FIGURE 5
Variation in filtration flux of NF as a function of Time (A) and TMP (B).
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the tangential flow is ensured by means of a circulation
pump (Figure 1).

For the NF tests, a laboratory-scale test bench (Ioncep50)
provided by the company PTE (water purification and treatment)
was used (Figure 1). The membrane used is spiral-wound module.
The feed tank has a capacity of 30 L. The tangential circulation is
ensured by means of a circulation pump (VEMAT type VMB 71 B,
Italy) which also helps to ensure the transmembrane pressure. The
operating pressure (TMP) was fixed to 7 bars for NF and filtration
tests were performed at ambient temperature 25°C ± 3°C thanks to a
cooling system.

The UF and NF experimental set-up operates in
recirculation mode, i.e., the retentate returns to the feed tank
and the permeate is recovered. Filtration flux measurement and
permeate sampling are carried out every 10 min during
filtration time.

The characteristics of both membranes are illustrated
in Table 3.

2.4 Experimental protocol

2.4.1 Membrane permeability measurement
The membrane permeability is determined by representing the

variation of water permeate flux with the transmembrane pressure
(TMP). The water permeability is given by Eq. 1:

Lp � JW/ΔP (1)
Where ΔP is the pressure difference on either side of the membrane
(bar). Lp is the water permeability (L h−1 m−2 bar−1) and JW the water
permeate flux (L/h m2).

The water permeability found is of 230 L h−1 m−2 bar−1 for
ultrafiltration against 12.56 L h−1 m−2 bar−1 for nanofiltration (Figure 2).

2.4.2 Filtration protocol
The UF and NF experimental device operates in recirculation

mode, i.e., the retentate returns to the feed tank and the permeate is
recovered. The measurement of the filtration flow and the sampling of
the permeate are carried out during the filtration time (every 10 min).

2.4.3 Protocol for the combination of
membrane processes

In the case of a UF/NF membrane process combination, the UF
is considered as pretreatment for the NF. A volume of 30 L of
solution (real effluent) was poured into the UF supply bench at the
start of each test, the permeate obtained is collected then feeds the
NF. The operating pressure must be determined subsequently for
the two membranes. The temperature of the effluent during the tests
is set at ambient 25 ± 3 (cooling system). The filtration flow is
measured continuously over time for both UF and NF membranes.

2.4.4 Hybrid adsorption/UF process protocol
The protocol for the hybrid adsorption/membrane filtration

process for wastewater treatment is described below (Figure 3).
In this study, powdered activated carbon (PAC) and natural clay

(NC) were chosen. Natural clay was selected as a natural adsorbent

FIGURE 6
Evolution of color, turbidity and COD abatement as a function of time (TMP = 7 bars).

FIGURE 7
Flux variation as a function of time for the different applied
configurations.
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for its physical properties (fine particles) and its availability in
nature, which constitutes an economic advantage.

All tests are carried out at constant volume (the volume of
permeate is equal to the volume added) and therefore at a constant
concentration. From a 5 L beaker, the adsorbent–textile effluent
mixture to be treated is sent using a membrane pump (Quattra Flow
150S, Pall, France) into the feed tank with a volume of 30 L.

To study the adsorption/UF coupling, the influence of the
adsorbent dose on the performance of the UF membrane is
evaluated from 50 mg/L up to 300 mg/L for the two adsorbents.
The different doses of adsorbents are added directly to the UF feed
tank (zero contact time). The permeate is recovered to essentially
measure COD, dye content, and turbidity.

2.5 Analytical methods

The purification efficiency was monitored by measuring the
following parameters, COD, dye content and turbidity. Chemical
oxygen demand (COD) analysis was measured with a LCK
214 Mercury-free method Test. Turbidity was determined by a
HACH 2100AN IS turbidimeter. Dye concentration was determined
calorimetrically at maximum absorbance at 590 nm using UV visible
spectrophotometer (UV 7205 JENWAY spectrophotometer). The
rejection rate was determined using Eq. 2:

R% � 1 − Cp/Cf × 100 (2)
Where Cp andCf are concentrations in feed and permeate, respectively.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Treatment by membrane processes

3.1.1 Direct UF treatment
From Figure 4A, it is worth noting that the permeate flux

decreases drastically from 445.12 to 257.29 L/h m2 after 190 min

of filtration when only UF was applied. This decline represents 43%
of the initial permeate flux value. This decrease is due in part to pore
clogging, essentially linked to the accumulation of organic matter in
the vicinity of the membrane (Dhakal et al., 2018; Yin et al., 2019).
The formation of fouling layer increases the membrane retention,
which seems to stabilize after almost 1 h of filtration.

Indeed, Figure 4B shows a very high turbidity retention
(>95%) followed by a medium color retention (50%) and a
low COD retention (28%) after 1 h of filtration. These results
confirm that ultrafiltration removes only a small proportion of
organic matter. According to the results found by Chollom et al.
(2015), COD removal did not exceed 35%. This finding confirms
that UF membrane retains only a small fraction of organic
molecules due to the difference between the membrane pore
size and the retained molecules size very smaller than the pore
size (Shon et al., 2009). Then, in order to increase the COD
retention, there are two possible solutions, decreasing the
membrane weight cut-off by adding Nanofiltration or/and
adding adsorbent (PAC or AN).

3.1.2 Direct NF treatment
Tests on the treatment of textile industry effluent by NF were

carried out at different transmembrane pressure (TMP) (4–8 bar).
The results show that filtration flux increases with increasing TMP
(Figure 5A), ranging from 20.65 L/h.m2 (4 bar) to 70.17 L/h.m2

(7 bar). The permeability is closed to that determined with pure
water. Nevertheless, the curve does not pass through zero
confirming the negative impact of the osmotic pressure, around
2 bar (Figure 5B). Moreover, above 7–8 bar, the function Jw =
f(TMP) would no longer be linear.

Concerning the water quality, the NF membrane results in total
turbidity removal of 98% and color retention of around 78% under a
transmembrane pressure of 7 bars. However, NF does not totally
remove the organic matter in terms of COD (68%) (Figure 6) even if
COD performance is at least twice as good as UF. As with NF,
performance increases over time, confirming the positive impact of
the membrane deposit on retention performance.

FIGURE 8
(A) Variation in color retention with time; (B) COD removal with filtration time.
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3.1.3 Coupling of UF/NF
The UF is used as NF pretreatment: the UF permeate is indeed

the NF feed. The tests were carried out at constant pressure and the
change in permeate flow over time reflects the fouling propensity
(Figure 7). First, an increase in permeate flow was observed from
67.44 L/h.m2 (NF alone) to 90.61 L/h.m2 (UF + NF). This
improvement indicates that the use of UF as a pretreatment
makes it possible to eliminate the molecules responsible for
membrane fouling. Moreover, additional tests perform to
measure the fouling reversibility (measurement of used rinsed
membranes water flux) showed that the clogging of the NF
membrane was reversible for the UF/NF operation, whereas a
35% loss of flux was measured for the NF experiment. From an
economic point of view, this hybrid treatment made possible to
increase the lifetime of the membrane and also reduce the

membrane cleaning frequency. In addition, Figures 8A, B shows
a clear improvement in water quality: the color retention rate was
77.81% for single NF against 99.97% for UF/NF and the COD
retention was 68.38% for single NF against 98.68% for UF/NF.

3.2 Hybrid adsorption/UF treatment

3.2.1 Effect of dose of adsorbent
From Figure 9, it should be noted that the permeate flux

decreases drastically and continuously when UF was applied
without adsorbent whereas the use of adsorbent, allows a rapid
permeate flux stabilization (after only 15 min of filtration) whatever
the dose of adsorbent used (50 mg/L–300 mg/L). For PAC, the
stabilized permeate flux increases with the adsorbent dose from

FIGURE 9
Variation of permeate flux with time (TMP = 3 bar) at different doses of (A) Powdered Activated Carbon PAC; (B) Natural Clay NC.
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259.2 L/h.m2 for 50 mg PAC/L to 385.67 L/h.m
2 for 150 mg PAC /L. As

the permeate flux no longer increases above 150 mgPAC/L
(Figure 8A), increasing the adsorbent above 150 mgPAC/L is not
useful as it does not bring any additional gains. The value is
nevertheless twice lower that the threshold concentration
obtained during adsorption (300 mgPAC/L). Concerning the
natural clay NC, the same trends (slightly higher) are observed:
the stabilized flow was 314 L/h.m2 for a dose of 50 mgNC/L; 351 L/
h.m2 for a dose of 100 mgNC/L and increased to 400 L/h.m2 for NC
doses above 150 mgNC/L (Figure 8B). Consequently, the optimal
dose of 150 mg/L for PAC and 200 mg/L for NC were retained for
the following tests. The results confirm that coupling of adsorption
with the UF membrane limits the clogging phenomenon (Tansakul
et al., 2011; Zielińska and Galik, 2017).

The performance of the hybrid adsorbent/UF process in terms of
turbidity, color and COD removal was investigated. Table 4 shows
that adsorption plays a dominant role in the hybrid process, with
COD retention ranging from less than 30% in the case of single UF
and 53%–59%, to 47%–52% when 50 mg/L and 100 mg/L of PAC
and NC respectively are added to the solution. At low doses
(50–100 mg/L), the Adsorption/UF system in the presence of
both adsorbents (PAC and NC) has no effect on COD retention.
This may be due to the fact that the particles present in the feed
solution were less than 150 kDa, resulting in high rejection by the
UF. On the other hand, the hybrid system with the high adsorbent
dosage achieved a higher COD removal efficiency than direct UF.
Since the size of the aggregates formed during adsorption depends
on the type of adsorbent (Stoller, 2009), in our case, the size or

quantity of the flocs generated during adsorption appears to be high,
which enabled more efficient size exclusion (Zielińska and Galik,
2017). We observed an increase in the COD retention during
filtration with increasing adsorbent concentration, PAC
(50–150 mg/L) and NC (50–200 mg/L). This increase can be
explained by the accumulation of organic matter in the vicinity
of the membrane, and also by the adsorption of organic substances
on the adsorbents. An increase in the dose of PAC or NC applied
lead to an increase in the number of free sites capable of adsorbing
organic molecules. As the PAC and NC particles are totally retained
by the UF membrane, the retention of organic matter is therefore
increased compared to the application of a single UF.

Considering Table 4, the 150 mg/L CAP dose shows higher
retention than that in the presence of 50 mg/L and 100 mg/L PAC,
reaching 79.4%. Indeed, Lee and Kim (2014), Kim et al. (2008) and
Lin et al. (1999) have shown that PAC preferentially adsorbs the
organic matter. Whereas in the case of NC, the maximum COD
retention was of 79% for a dose of 200 mg/L of NC. Increasing the
dose beyond 150 mg/L for PAC and 200 mg/L for NC did not
improve the retention. This confirms that the optimum dose of PAC
and NC in the hybrid system is 150 mg/L and 200 mg/L respectively.
The results recorded in this study are similar to those reported in the
work of Seyhi et al. (2012). The retention of organic matter is very
important to avoid the risk of damage to the UF membrane. The
hybrid Adsorption/UF system is capable of removing COD, in this
context, Lafi et al. (2018) used a hybrid UF/electrodialysis process to
treat textile wastewater, they noted that the COD retention rate
passes 54% and 77% for UF alone and UF/ED respectively. These
results are comparable with our case study (Adsorption/UF).

In addition, increasing the concentration of PAC and NC
adsorbent in the hybrid system led to an increase in the turbidity
retention. Turbidity removal were 96.52%, 98.49% and 100% for
PAC doses of 50 mg/L, 100 mg/L and 150 mg/L respectively. In the
case of NC, the turbidity retention was over 99.90% for any clay
doses added. In the case of a single UF, the retention reached 95%.
These results are comparable to those obtained with single UF
(95.72%). According to the literature, ultrafiltration is capable of
removing turbidity, suspended matter and colloids (Naddeo et al.,
2015; Arhin et al., 2018).

Color removal performance was also monitored. The color
retention increased simultaneously with increasing adsorbent
dose added to the hybrid system (Adsorption/UF). This behavior
can be explained by the adsorbent’s efficiency in adsorbing dye
molecules. Color retention did not exceed 50% for a single UF, 64%–
99% for PAC doses 50 mg/L - 150 mg/L and 65%–83% for NC doses
50 mg/L - 200 mg/L. Al-Bastaki and Banat (2004) found that the
addition of bentonite to the UF process significantly increased the
retention of the blue methylene dye, representative of textile dye.

TABLE 4 Effect of the adsorbent dose on the retention rate in color,
turbidity and COD.

Process Color (%) Turbidity (%) COD (%)

UF alone 48.56 95.7 27.83

50 mg/L PAC/UF 64.17 96.5 53.87

100 mg/L/PAC/UF 76.42 98.4 59.94

150 mg/L PAC/UF 99.4 100 79.41

200 mg/L/PAC/UF 99.71 100 79.84

300 mg/L PAC/UF 98.45 100 79.68

50 mg/L NC/UF 65.97 99.9 47.88

100 mg/L NC/UF 73.97 99.9 52.88

200 mg/L NC/UF 83.84 99.9 79.38

300 mg/L NC/UF 84.87 99.9 75.38

TABLE 5 Influence of TMP on pollutant retention and filter flux evolution.

TMP 1 bars 2 bars 3 bars 4 bars

Process UF PAC + UF NC + UF UF PAC + UF NC + UF UF PAC + UF NC + UF UF alone PAC + UF NC + UF

Flux (L/h.m2) 78.1 92.6 105.4 124.6 185.7 224.5 243.3 385.2 375.9 269.7 398.4 377.7

Color (%) 17.3 44.4 99 32.6 86.1 99.5 48.6 99.4 99.5 49.3 99.8 99

COD (%) 8.3 37.8 24.9 13.4 58.3 50.4 27.8 79.6 79.48 25.4 72.2 79.56
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3.2.2 Effect of transmembrane pressure
Transmembrane pressure (TMP) is one of the parameters

influencing ultrafiltration membrane performance in terms of
filtration flux and pollutant retention (COD, turbidity, color,
etc.). Experiments were carried out using the hybrid CAP/UF
and NC/UF processes.

The results illustrated in Table 5 show that the best filtration
fluxes are achieved at TMPs of 3 and 4 bar. However, a TMP of
3 bar achieves very good efficiencies in terms of COD, color and
turbidity removal. For this reason, we have chosen 3 bar as the
operating pressure. This result shows that permeate flux increases
with increasing TMP. Above 3 bar, however, the flux no longer
changes. It increases from 92.6 L/h.m2 to 385.2 L/h.m2 for TMPs
between 1 and 3 bar for PAC/UF and from 105.5 L/h.m2 to
375.9 L/h.m2 for TMPs between 1 and 3 bar for NC/UF.
Furthermore, filtration flux evolves linearly at low pressures
(1 and 2 bar), then becomes pressure-independent at higher
values (3 and 4 bar). The linear relationship between filtration
flux and TMP indicates that concentration polarization has not
yet taken place (Banat and AI-Bastaki, 2004). At 3 bar and above,

concentration polarization occurs regardless of the membrane
treatment configuration.

Table 5 illustrates pollutants removal in terms of turbidity, color
and COD at different TMPs. The results exhibit that the flux-TMP
relationship is linear until 3 bars. A TMP of 3 bar achieves very good
efficiencies in terms of COD, color and turbidity removal. Therefore,
3 bar was chosen as the optimal operating pressure. Above 3 bar, the
permeate flux no longer increases confirming that fouling layer
conceals the pressure driving force. Otherwise, the COD retention
peak at 3 bar (80%) (NC/UF and PAC/UF) does not increase any
further confirming the UF working pressure of 3 bars.

3.2.3 Fouling determination
Fouling was defined as the loss of permeability (L.h−1.m−2. bar−1)

over filtration time. Membrane clogging can be represented in a
number of ways. Most simply, it can be represented graphically by
showing the evolution of the permeability of one of its components:
either the transmembrane pressure in the case of a constant flux test,
or the flux in the case of a constant pressure test. This evolution can
be a function of time or of the volume of water filtered, often
normalized according to the filtering surface area (m2) for purposes
of comparison between different membranes. The linearity of this
drop in permeability is typically associated with the pore clogging or
of a “cake” model.

Numerous studies show that organic matter is a major clogger of
UF membranes for water potabilization (Cai et al., 2013; Said et al.,
2015; Amosa, 2016). Indeed, although adsorbent particles can form a
fairly porous layer themselves, the empty spaces between these
particles can be filled by colloids and other organic matter.

From Figure 10, we can see that the coupling adsorption/
membrane has a better benefit, especially on the performance of
the UF. In our study, water permeability after filtration and before
acid-base cleaning (227.24 L h−1 m−2 bar−1) was comparable to that of
pure water in the presence of the new membrane
(232.78 L h−1 m−2 bar−1). Membrane clogging can be eliminated by
rinsing with water, and membrane permeability recovered completely
without chemical cleaning. On the other hand, when single UF was
applied, membrane permeability (131.51 L h−1 m−2 bar−1) falls sharply
compared with that of the newmembrane. This decrease is essentially
due to fouling establishment.

3.3 Hybrid adsorption/UF/NF treatment

3.3.1 Adsorption/UF/NF performance
This section is focused on the study of hybrid processes:

adsorption coupled with ultrafiltration, with the aim of
improving the performance of the UF and subsequently of the
NF. As far as coupling Adsorption/UF is concerned, only the
effect of coupling NC/UF was studied under optimal adsorbent
dose of 200 mg/L and TMP of 3 bar.

The permeate flux from the hybrid NC/UF process serves as feed
for the NF. The variation of NF filtration flux with time is shown in
Figure 11. We can see that the permeate flux in the NC/UF/NF
configuration remains stable (97 L/h.m2). This implies that the
hybrid process is capable of limiting the phenomenon of
membrane clogging (Amosa, 2016). On the other hand, for NF
and UF/NF, we observe a slight decrease in filtration flux over time.

FIGURE 10
Variation in filtration flux as a function of TMP.

FIGURE 11
Filtration flux over time for the different processes
(TMPNF = 7 bars).
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FIGURE 12
(A) Color evolution as a function of filtration time for the different processes (TMPNF = 7bars); (B) COD retention rate over time for the different
processes (TMPNF = 7 bars, TMPUF = 3bars).

TABLE 6 Organic matter concentration in permeate for different configurations.

Samples Operating condition (bars) COD (mg/L) CODRemoval (%) ColorRemoval (%)

Raw effluent 2,850 - -

Permeate UF UF = 3 992 65.2 48.6

Permeate NF NF = 7 854 70.0 75.3

Permeate PAC/UF 150mgPAC/L/UF = 3 581 79.6 99.4

Permeate NC/UF 200mgNC/L/UF = 3 584 79.5 99.5

Permeate UF/NF UF = 3bars/NF = 7 389 79.0 96.7

Permeate NC/UF/NF 200mgNC/L/UF = 3bars/NF = 7 26 99.1 99.3

FIGURE 13
Influence of unitary operation on dynamic fouling response of (A) UF; (B) NF.
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This decrease is essentially due to possible interactions between the
solution and the membrane surface. If we compare the UF/NF and
NC/UF/NF systems, the permeate flux obtained with NC/UF/NF
appears to be higher than that with UF/NF.

Figure 12A shows the variation in retention rate in color as a
function of time for real effluent treated with NF, UF/NF and NC/UF/
NF. It can be seen that the retentionwas improvedwhenNC/UF/NFwas
applied. The color removal was around 75.36%, 96.27% and 99.35% after
70 min filtration for single NF, UF/NF and NC/UF/NF respectively.

Figure 12B shows the COD retention by NFmembrane using the
permeates from the hybrid NC/UF process as feed solution. The
retention still increases with the filtration time. It varies from 16.32%
to 68.15%, 30.85%–79.26% and 75.62%–99.33% between 10 min and
120 min for NF, UF/NF and NC/UF/NF respectively. However, the
combined UF/NF process shows low COD retention (79%)
compared to the NC/UF/NF system (>99%). The addition of
adsorption therefore further improves NF membrane
performance, which is linked to the adsorption of part of the
organic matter by NC. The results confirm that improvements in
NF performance in terms of retention and permeate flux can be
achieved by coupling adsorption and UF at the same time.

Table 6 summarizes the COD in the permeate for different
configurations under the optimal conditions for each configuration.

3.3.2 Determination of fouling
In order to compare the fouling establishment during the

different treatment stages, the relative permeate fluxes evolution
(J(t)/Jo) was considered according to the specific permeate volume
(V/membrane area: L/m2). The evolution of this normalized fouling
(mass of deposit retain by the membrane per unit surface) was given
in Figure 13. It can be show that the fouling during direct effluent
filtration is significant. The dynamic fouling response is the same
whatever the membrane pore size (for UF or NF membrane). The
addition of the adsorbent greatly limits the fouling, with a slight
decrease in flux of less than 4% for UF and 1% for NF was observed.

4 Conclusion

Improving effluent treatment efficiency in the textile industry
can be achieved by combining several unit operations based on
hybrid adsorption and membrane processes treatment system.

• During single filtration, water quality changes over time,
confirming the influence of the deposit on pore size and
therefore final retention. The Optimal operating pressures
was 3 bars for UF and seven for NF. The fouling was still
significant whereas the water quality remains constant after
80–90 min of filtration, achieving a COD removal efficiency of
26% and 68% for respectively UF and NF.

• The NF applied in post-treatment to UF allows also to
improve the water quality (COD removal of 98%), but does
not solve the problem of UF fouling.

• The addition of adsorption step before filtration (even under
low concentration) makes possible to control fouling while
improving water quality. Indeed, a constant flux was quickly

attained and remained stable over time for both hybrid
systems. It was observed that there is adsorbent dose (PAC
150 mg/L, NC 200 mg/L) above which efficacy
remains constant.

• The COD retention achieved a maximum of 79% for both
adsorbents (PAC/UF and NC/UF).

• The combination of adsorption/UF/NF gives very good results
in terms of pollutants removal. The removal for turbidity,
color and COD were of 100%, 99.3% and 99.1% respectively.

• The addition of the adsorbent greatly limits the fouling, with a
slight decrease in flux of less than 4% for UF and 1% for NF
was observed.

The choice of unit operations depends on what happens to the
water destination. If the water is to be returned to the process, the
target is to be colorless, whereas its discharge into the environment
must comply with COD standard. In this specific case, only the
combination of the three operations (Adsorption/UF/NF) will
enable the standard to be met.
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